(Arrows (Solid -intra modular, dashed -inter modular) and hammer-headed lines (Solidintra modular, dashed -inter modular) represent direct or indirect activation and inhibition processes respectively.) The model consists of three modules (Red color region -module-1, Green color regionmodule-2 and Blue color region -module-3) and incorporates the effect of BMP2, which dynamically controls the developmental fates of NSC's in CNS and PNS. The detailed regulatory interactions are described in SI Appendix where comprehensive schemes for the whole interaction network and three modules are discussed elaborately. Corresponding kinetic equations, description of the variables and parameters are depicted in SI Text.
Orange bar signifies movement of the saddle node towards higher BMP2 and dark green bar signifies movement of the saddle node towards lower BMP2 than the WT CNS case. Both the parameters are increased individually at an amount of 20% of the model parameters (SI Text) keeping all other parameters constant. In all the cases (Figs. S7a-c, right panels) BMP2 induces developmental cell fate change from gliogenic state (low Mash1 expression) to neurogenic state (high Mash1 expression). Inactive Mash1 gene
Phosphorylated form of in cytoplasm
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For module-1 (SI Appendix, Fig. A1 ) we use k bmp21 =6e-02 min -1 . Other parameters are same as above-mentioned parameters.
SI Appendix

Detailed description of Model construction
The model, schematized in Fig. 1 and Supplementary Fig. 1, consists Keeping all the observations in mind module-1 (Fig. A1a) is constructed where we consider BMP2 stimulates both Mash1 and Id1 gene expressions at k bmp2 and k bmp21 rates respectively ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ). Mash1 mRNA (M m ) is transported from nucleus to cytoplasm. In cytoplasm Mash1 mRNA is designated as M C . Mash1
protein (M p ) forms heterodimer (ME) with E47. In ME, Mash1 undergoes CK2 mediated phosphorylation. The effect of CK2 mediated phosphorylation is incorporated in the rate constant k fme1 . The phosphorylated form (ME pc ) forms dimer ME pc2 . ME pc2 gets transported in to the nucleus and in the model it is abbreviated as ME pn , which contributes to the Mash1 gene activation ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ). This implies that Mash1 auto-regulates its own expression in presence of BMP2. Similarly
Id1 mRNA (I mn ) is transported from nucleus to cytoplasm. In cytoplasm Id1 protein (I p ) is translated from its mRNA (I mc ). I p sequesters E47 by making an inactive complex (IE) (corresponds the Id1 to E47 repression link in Module-1 of Fig. 1 (main text)). I p also activates the degradation of M p at k dmpid rate ( Supplementary Fig. 1) (corresponds the Id1 to Mash1 repression link in Module-1 of Fig. 1 (main text) ).
Thus Id1 negatively regulates Mash1 expression in two possible pathways mentioned above. The equations for module-1 (Fig. A1a ) are given in A1 Table ( parameters values used are given in SI Text).
A1 Table:
Equations governing the module-1
The bifurcation diagram provided in Fig. A1b 6, 8, 11, [21] [22] [23] [24] 26 . Another member of Hes family termed Hes6 inhibits (corresponds the Hes6 to Hes5 repression link in Module-2 of Fig. 1 (main text) Supplementary Fig. 1 ).
We consider Hes5 transcription occurs in nucleus from both inactive gene (G 5i ) and active gene (G 5a After constructing the gene interaction network for module-2, we couple module-2 with module-1 with the following additional interactions. ME pn induces gene activation of Ngn and Hes6, whereas HP 4n suppresses (corresponds the Hes5 to Mash1 repression link between Module-2 to Module-1 of Fig. 1 (main text)) gene activation of Mash1. The equations for the extended model (Fig. A2a) are given in A2 Table ( parameters are given in SI Text). All the interactions shown in module-1 and module-2 are modeled as mass-action kinetic terms as shown in A2 Table except the Hes6 mediated degradation of Hes5.
Interestingly, the bifurcation diagram shown in Fig. A2b contains only the second bistable region in the steady state level of total Mash1 protein as a function of BMP2. 
The complete model after including module-3
Dynamical regulation of negative HLH factor Hes1 is illustrated in module-3 (Fig. 1,   Supplementary Fig. 1 ). Hes1 expression is usually up regulated in response to Notch stimulation 1, 20, 22, 26 . Once Hes1 gets dimerized it interacts with Gro/TLE that ultimately leads to Gro/TLE hyper-phosphorylation 7, 8, [21] [22] [23] [24] 26 . This hyperphosphorylated complex helps Hes1 to repress (corresponds the self repression link of Hes1 in Module-3 of Fig. 1 (main text)) its own transcription in a negative feedback fashion 14, 27 . Some attempts have been made beforehand to model only Hes1 autoregulatory negative feedback by incorporating time delay in the dynamical evolution equations [13] [14] [15] . In this model, by taking the help of experimental literature, we use the appropriate molecular biology behind the negative auto-regulation of Hes1 in our model. We further incorporate the effect of hetero-dimerization of Hes1 with E47 and cessation (corresponds the Hes1 to E47 repression link between Module-3 to Module-1 of Fig. 1 (main text)) of its activity 1, 10, 11, 25 .
In module-3 we consider Hes1 transcription occurs in nucleus from both inactive gene This whole module-3 is added to the model already generated by coupling module-1 and module-2 to obtain the full model ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ) by incorporating the following additional interactions. In our model, P 4n inhibits Mash1 (corresponds the with E47 and H6 p inhibits Hes1 to form EH 1C .
The governing equations, abbreviated names of different species involved in the network and parameters for the full model are depicted in SI Text and it seems to satisfactorily describe the WT as well as the mutant and over-expression phenotypes for NSC's in CNS (described in the main text). In all the gene knockout cases (Fig. 3 , Supplementary Fig. 3 ) we use total gene=0 for the corresponding gene that is knocked out and for the over-expression cases (Fig. 3, Supplementary Fig. 3 More experiments in this direction will be helpful to decipher this issue more clearly.
On the other hand, one can easily tune the parameters k mp (translation rate of Mash1 protein), k dmpid (Id1 mediated degradation rate of Mash1 protein) and k hsynp (translation rate of Hes5 protein) experimentally and verify these model predictions.
